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SECOND SEMESTER SENIOR  
Have three words ever held so many possible meanings?  

Take some time to consider what these three words mean to you.  

o Identify your feelings about the upcoming semester: elated, 

exhausted, overwhelmed, anxious, indifferent, ambivalent?

o How did first semester of your senior year go? Did it live up to 

your expectations?

o What experiences, if any, would you like to still have before 

leaving high school?

o What moments here at school, and at home, will you try to truly 

savor these last several months? HOW will you do this? 

o Handwrite at least ONE page responding to the above.



Now…
• Take five minutes to share out your feelings with a few 

people around you.  See if there are any commonalities 
between you and your classmates.

• Turn them in to me, so I can read what you’re thinking.

• Here are my thoughts on the topic…

• Although second semester is notorious for senioritis, it also 
somehow seems to swiftly fly by, and before you know it, 
YOU’RE DONE, and there is no do over.  

• Try to enjoy and experience these last several months as 
much as you can, as this is your final step of “childhood.”



AP Lit second semester:
• While our typical class period will look the same, our 

heaviest focus this semester is AP exam prep.

• This means:

– Increasingly more frequent in-class essays (timed writings) 
and practice thesis statements, paragraphs, and outlines for 
various in-class essay prompts

• Conferences with me about your essays to strategize 
how to overcome weaknesses and enhance strengths.

• Continual M/C practice and strategy sessions.

• Several full-length practice M/C tests (done at home 
and scored/discussed in class.)- we’ll start these in 
March

• LOTS of test tips and strategies.



AP Lit second semester:
• You will need to spend some time outside of class 

prepping in areas where you can grow.

• We will be reading fast and furiously, but we will still 
be trying to savor what’s truly important about all this 
literature:  how it affects and impacts our reality and 
our lives. 

• No late work. Gotta get ready for college life.

• I will give you a ONE WEEK extension on one 
assignment this semester. (This is only good for a 
major assignment, not process work.)

• You will be leading many of the discussions moving 
forward!



Texts for second semester:

• A Tale of Two Cities 

• The Poisonwood Bible – anchor text for thematic unit 

four:  Marriage and family:  The bonds that bind us.

• Beloved – anchor text for thematic unit five:  Faith, 

Forgiveness, Redemption, and Resiliency:  How does 

the past shape one’s present and future? 

• Independent Reading Project

• Lots of poetry

• Some short stories, maybe a play, if we can fit it in.

• Lots of exam prep



#OneWord365

• #Forget New Year’s Resolutions. Scrap that long 
list of goals you won’t remember a few weeks from 
now anyway!

• Choose just one word.

• One word you can focus on every day, all year 
long… One word that sums up who you want to be 
or how you want to live.

• It will take intentionality and commitment, but if 
you let it, your one word will shape not only your 
year, but also you. It will become the compass that 
directs your decisions and guides your steps.

• Discover the big impact one word can make.

• One word. 365 days. A changed life.



Give it some thought…

…and choose your word.

Decorate the card with your word.  

Make the lettering big enough to 

stand out.

Then, somewhere, jot down three 

steps for how you’ll LIVE the word.



ATOTC - Chapters 2-6
• Bullet point the main ideas that stood out for that chapter.

• Cover setting.  Think about Foster’s questions for setting:  

how does Dickens establish it? Think lighting, weather, 

location, outdoors/indoors?

• Jot down a few good quotes to describe major characters the 

reader meets so far:  Jarvis Lorry, Lucie Manette, the 

shoemaker, Monsieur & Madame Defarge

• What about Jerry Cruncher (ch.2), Miss Pross (ch.4), the 

tall joker (ch.5)?

• What do you notice about his style?

• What about symbolism?  See any obvious symbols so far? 

Any irony?



For next class…

• Read chapters 1-5 of Book the Second

• Come to class with five amazing discussion 

questions crafted and ready to use. 

• Note that it is now five years later (than when 

chapter 6 of Book the First finished.)


